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■ The Lands Between Play as an Elden Lord in the Lands Between, which are subdivided into three planets, Fennbirna, Isia and Athoria. After exploring these worlds, the next quest awaits you. ■ A World Possessing Unique Weapon Progression Mechanism Choose your weapon from a huge
variety of weapons, including powerful and devastating weapons, to attack enemies. Choose from the strongest weapon to fight with overwhelming power. With the equipment you have equipped and the skills you have learned, you will go on a journey of extensive challenges and overcome
them. ■ The World Creation System Create your own world filled with fantasy situations. As you enter the world and explore it, your thoughts will also affect the backgrounds and environments, leaving a unique feeling of nostalgia and color to your world. ■ Elder God’s Choice Choose the god
that will show you the path to the future. Is it Morathi, lord of the dwarven people or Elesis, lord of the ancient elden people? ■ A World Full of Vast and Complex Scenarios Explore the world and monsters, and navigate through the gravity of the fantasy landscape while you try your hardest to
survive in order to create an amazing world. ■ Global Level Cap Support an extensive number of players. Build up your strength to a maximum level to challenge monsters, and see if you will be able to survive and complete every quest. ■ Craft a Famous Fighter With Your Own Story You will
customize your own personal story of fighting with friends in battle with dungeons and monsters. ■ Chronicles: Heroic Stories that Connect the World Together Although the game can be played online, it also supports a special multiplayer mode, which is a fun, exciting, and epic way to play
together. When you play with others, you will be given a mission that will be written by other player’s stories and enjoy the mutual support to complete those missions together. ■ A World Devoured by the Sea of Time The Lands Between has two different worlds: Fennbirna and Isia, but only one
world has been around for a long time. ■ An Online Play that Loosely Connects You to Others You can play online with other users’ characters (as long as there is an agreement), and send asynchronous messages through various online elements. ■ A Dynamic and Realistic Battle System A
dynamic battle system which has a wide

Features Key:
Access to anywhere, any time. Using online technology, you can play in the same world as the rest of the players by accessing the internet.
Take on monotonous tasks. Using new “Max” graphics, you can easily play through the ubiquitous daily tasks, such as clearing out the monsters and gathering materials.
Make friends with other players. Through a convenient “Sharing” function, you can easily find other players to play with.
Become a friend with the “Lord of Dungeon” system. With an established system in which multiple Lords enter unique dungeons and fight with them, you can test your skills.
Broiler. A new system was added to satisfy the interest of the players. Using the Broiler, the active party war party fights against the enemies of Elden.

Key Characters:

The Arulean Enchantress – Walk the paths of the underworld. Alverta provides new kinds of free Action that come at the cost of your resources.
The Arulean Enchantress is the pride of the Mountain Guard, and she is a descendant of the legendary divine creature Epura, with her twin axes designed for two-handed swing. Although she is a warrior blessed with magic, Alverta possesses an orthodox understanding of the virtues of the
Arulean tradition.
She, along with her allies in the Mount Guard, will guide you on your quest with her words of kindness.
Hunit – The Huntsman of Ha Tamim is a mysterious and silent man. One cannot help but feel strong emotions in a fight against him. As a medium to register emotions on the small LCD display, he boasts the skills of expressing feelings in speech and actions.
Hunit loves to attack rather than defend. However, he uses his attack skills perfectly to the game, which are his skill.

 

Official Release date is June 3, 2019.】
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